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for q2&0 a bound on the charge radius of the pion:

(4.6) („a)
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" dq2 4q2(6 —
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Also perhaps of interest is the observation that if
F (q') ~ 0, —q' —&«, then (4.7) implies

F-(q') —a dg 4q~2 3/4
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X —— (4.7) The integral here probably diverges as is expected in
the quark-algebra estimate of ar'+' (q'), q' ~«, so the
inequality is trivial.There immediately follows from this expression valid

and from (4.3) and the positivity p(q') & p2 (q'),

4q2 3/2

~
ImF. (q')

~

'(67r' — q'p(q') .
q2 —4@2

If we further use the relation valid to first order in
r/= e'/4m. , between the photon spectral function and the
annihilation cross section p(q') =Or' ' (q')/Sn2n, . where
q' is the c.m. energy of the pair, and combining (4.5) and
(4.6), we have our relative bound
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Relation Between the Multi-Regge Model and the Missing-Mass Spectrum'
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The integral equation approach to the multi-Regge peripheral model is applied to give the missing-mass
spectrum with Regge behavior in s and 3II2. A simple factorizable model for the double Regge coupling then
gives the magnitude and t dependence of the cross section. This model is found to be in reasonable agreement
with the backward m. +p —+ p+X data.

HK integral equation approach to the multi-Regge
production model for computing the contribu-

tion to the elastic absorptive part has recently been
formulated. ' ' The approach has been used to predict
total cross sections at high energies with results that
are encouraging. ' Recently, this approach has also been
applied by Caneschi and Pignotti' to studying the
missing-mass spectrum at high energies. The importance
of the missing-mass experiments as a test of the integral

~ Research sponsored by the U. S. Air Force Once of Scientific
Research under Contract No. AF 49 (638)-1545.' G. F. Chew, M. L. Goldberger, and F. K. Low, Phys. Rev.
Letters 22, 208 (1969).' G. F. Chew and C. DeTar, Phys. Rev. 180, 1577 (1969); A.
H. Mueller and I. Muzinich, Ann. Phys. (N. Y.) (to be published);
and M. Ciafaloni, C. DeTar, and M. Misheloff, Phys. Rev. 188,
2522 (1969).

'M. L. Goldberger, C.-I Tan, and J. M. Wang, Phys. Rev.
184, 1920 (1969); S. Pinsky and W. I. Weisberger, Princeton
report (unpublished) .

4 D. Silverman and C.-I Tan, Phys. Rev. D 1, 3479 (1970).
'M. L. Goldberger Pin Krice Summer School, 1969 (unpub-

lished)$ provides a thorough and stimulating presentation of the
integral equation approach to multiperipheral dynamics.' G. F. Chew and A. Pignotti, Phys. Rev. 176, 2112 {1968);L.
Caneschi and A. Pignotti, ibid. 180, 1525 (1969);184, 1915 (1969);
G. F. Chew and W. R. Frazer, ibid. 181, 1914 (1969); P. Ting,
ibid. 181, 1942 (1969).'I. Caneschi and A. Pignotti, Phys. Rev. Letters 22, 1219
(1969).

equation approach has motivated us to examine this
relationship in more explicit detail. In this paper we
show how the integral equations may be readily applied
to give the missing-mass spectrum in high-energy
inelastic collisions in terms of the forward Leggeon-
particle absorptive amplitude 8,(t; s). The Pieggeon-
particle absorptive amplitude at general momentum
transfer, forward or nonforward, can be obtained by
solving a multi-Regge integral equation. ' ' The pre-
dicted missing-mass spectrum has characteristic proper-
ties which can be tested experimentally. Furthermore,
using the simplified model of a factorizable and co-angle-
independent double Regge coupling, we achieve an
expression of the missing-mass cross section entirely in
terms of two-body cross sections and coupling constants.
This allows us to predict not only the Regge behavior in
energy and missing mass, but also the magnitude of the
missing-mass cross section. The result is appli. ed with
reasonable agreement to "backward" m. +p —& p+X
reaction, ' as production on the end of a multiperipheral
chain. In a later paper, we will examine more explicitly
the formulation and results of the missing-mass con-
tribution from the particles emitted from the central

' K. W. Anderson et a/. , Phys. Rev. Letters 22, 1390 (1969).
9 D. Silverman and C.-I Tan, Princeton report (unpublished).
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We will now derive the missing-mass spectrum for the
observed particle emerging from the left end of Fig. 1
and then present the general result for the observed
particle emerging from any position in the multi-Regge
chain. The contribution of the n-particle intermediate
state to the two-body absorptive part is

A„(s)=-', dc" IT„I2,
I'IG. 1. Kinematics Of mxxlti-Regge chain.

region of a multiperipheral chain. This work emphasizes
the importance of missing-mass experiments to the
search for a "realistic" multiperipheral model.

We begin by demonstrating how the missing-mass
spectrum of a scattering process is obtained from the
forward Reggeon-particle absorptive amplitude C(t; s),
where t is the square of the mass of the Reggeon. For
simplicity, let us consider a multi-Regge model for- a,

spinless particle. The production amplitude for a 2 to n
process (see Fig. 1) depends on the invariants

~ =4+1+et)', t =(Po—Z V')', i = 1, 2, ",I—1,
i=X

where the n-particle phase space is

n m dpi
d~"=(2~)'~'(2 V

—P —P2) II ~'(C"—t ') (5)
j=l 2=1 (22r)'

The two-body absorptive part is given by

A(s)=g A„(s),

and we can relate this to the Reggeon-particle absorp-
tive part S(t; s) ' ' by removing the end vertex and

Regge factor from IA(s) —Ai(s)j, Ai(s)=218(s —t12)

&&G.'(t '), 1 e ,

and the Toiler angles ~;, j=2, 3, .. ., n —I." This
amplitude is approximated in the multi-Regge region

by the product form

+a= GPn-1Pn —1+n—2Pn—2' ' 'i%+1'R ~

Here Gi(t„ 1) and G,(ti) are single Regge couphngs,

p, (t;,t; 1, ar;) are double Regge couplings, and B,(t;,Z;)
is the Regge factor $(t,)(Z,/t12) &'1', where $(t) contains
the signature factor, physical poles in t;, and is normal-
ized to 1/(t —m') at the pole at n(m2)=0. Using the
invariant energies

in the multi-Regge region of large s; and Z;, and using
the result of strong ordering" that s;+x&)s;, we have the
kinematic relationship

s~+&~= —f(t t-1 ~)
Sg

(22r)'

2N(t)

O', (t cV2) (6)
3f'

OO

o22(s)= p dc'"IT I'
2d, "2(s,m2, m22)

A(s) —A 1(s)
~ (&)

( , 2s, m2)m22

Here q is the momentum of the left-end particle and
M2= (p+p,—q) 2, t= (p —q) 2. 6(t; 3E2) contains a
single-particle-state contribution 2rb(F2 —t12)G„(t)'. The
integral equation for 8(t;3f') has been previously
derived and studied. ' ' At large JI2, it has been shown
to have Regge behavior Ct(t; 3/I2) (ll2/t12) &». The
total cross section is related to the two-body absorptive
part by

with

6(t;,t, 1,P2)

p2 —t, —t, 1+2(t,t; 1)'"cosa;

h(x,y,s) =x2+y2+s2 —2xy —2ys —2sx.

To obtain the cross section for missing mass M2, ob-
serving the 6nal particle of momentum q, we undo the
phase-space integral over q in Kqs. (7). Using Eq. (6),
we obtain

For simplicity, we will use the form (1) for the produc-
tion amplitude both in the high-energy and the low- — = — Gi(t)2$(t)2

energy regions. d4gb+(q' —t12) (22r)' d "2(s,m2, m02)

"N. F. Bali, G. F. Chew, and A. Pignotti, Phys, Rev. 163,
j.572 41967}.

&' F. Zacbaxiasen and G. Zweig, Phys. Rev. 160, 1322 I,
'|.967).

2' (g)

e(t; M2). (8)
3f'
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The inclusion of the cases where the detected par-
ticle comes from any position on the chain can best be
expressed in terms of the auxiliary function"

(P+Po)'
&(P P qp—)=V((p q)

—)
(P q-+P—o)'

X tt((p —q)', (P q+P—o)') (9)

P P q

Po

Pp P

Pp

Pp

'=
Pci

&q

Pp q Pp

)
=Po

Pp

Finally, the total contribution to the missing-mass
spectrum' is given by (see Fig. 2)

FIG. 2. Multi-Regge diagrams for the missing-mass spectrum in
terms of the Reggeon-particle absorptive amplitude g(t; 3P}.

d4q5+(q' —h4') (24r)'A"'(s m' mo')
Comparing the integral with Eq. (6), we find

e(t; s) = [G(t)%'jA (s), (13)
2

X G'((p —q)')&(P, P q; Po)+— — d'p' d'po'
(2m) 4

x&'(p'+po'+q)&( —po', p'; p)p(p",po", )'

X&( p', p '; po)+—G'((po —q)')&(po, po q; p)—
(10)

R(t; s) =4r8(s —hl')G„(t)'

d'p' G(t)'G(t')' s
8(P"—h4') &(t') '

(2m)' g S

X 8,(t'; s') . (12)

"The 8, absorptive part used in our formulation may also be
considered as an approximation of the CGL (Ref. 1) equation for
8 in the strong ordered kinematic region of Eq. (2}.8 will then
be related to 8 by Kq. (9), as shown in Refs. 3—5. The general
result (10}is valid as well for the 8 function of CGL without this
kinematic approximation.

"C.-I Tan and J. M. Wang, Phys. Rev. ISS, 1899 {1969).

Viewing the collision in the c.m. system, these three
terms describe, respectively, the spectrum of the ob-
served particle for large positive, intermediate, and
large negative longitudinal momentum. ~ 9

Through Eq. (10) and the Regge behavior of 8(t; M'),
we now have enough information to perform multi-

Regge fits to missing-mass data. ' We can also learn
much more if we can find the magnitudes of the multi-

Regge graphs from our knowledge of the magnitudes of
Reggeized two-body elastic scattering and total cross
sections. In order to do this we consider the simple
model of an co-angle-independent" and factorizable
internal Regge residue P(tq, t~). It is normalized for one
particle on the mass shell to be the single Regge
coupling P(tq, m') = G(t~), P(m', t~) =G(t2), where G(m')
=g, so that the factorizable residue is

p(t&, t2) = G(t&)G(t2)/g. (11)

For small t's the integral equation is + independent
and becomes

where we use the approximation that the t dependence
from the integration limits is small. ' ' Because of Eq.
(7) for A(s), we have now a model for 8(t; s) in terms of
known two-body total cross sections.

For illustration of its usefulness, we apply Eq. (13)
to Eq. (8), observing that the elastic differential cross
section at s-channel invariant (sh42/M2) is

do- S
p, t

dk M' 16nA((s/M') h4. ',m') m(p)

s ao) 2

X«G(h) &(h) l
G(t) (14)

kM'

This gives the missing-mass spectrum in terms of known
two-body Regge processes,

d(T 2 do'
= —6'h'(s m' mo') —(s t) 8(M' —h4")

d4qb+(q' h2) m — dh

2 6(sh42/3II2, m2, mo') do s 1+- ps' A'h'(sm'm ') dh M' g'

X&"'(M' m' m ') (M") (15)

where we have isolated the contribution from elastic
scattering. It is interesting to note that the t dependence
of the end term contribution is that of elastic scattering.

In most cases, the existence of several communicating
Regge trajectories will complicate the situation. To
illustrate our approach, therefore, we have chosen a

, particular production reaction where only one known
trajectory can be exchanged. We consider the reaction
+ +p ~p+X, ' where the outgoing proton has small
momentum transfer to the incoming pion. If we further
restrict ourselves to those events where the outgoing
particle has large longitudinal momentum (for 16
GeV/c m. incident, we detect only lql&, z of proton
& 10 GeV/c, or M'(7 GeV') two major simplifications
occur: (i) Among the three terms in Eq. (10), only the
"left-end" term can contribute substantially, and (ii)
because ef the charge con6guration, the only Regge
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FIG. 3. Missing-mass spectrum for m p —+ pX . The solid line is
the 6t from the multi-Regge factorizable model Eq, (16).

trajectory that can be exchanged is the 6 trajectory.
(The ~-angle-independent model can be formulated for
an exchanged particle with spin by assuming that only
one helicity amplitude is dominant. ") Consequen. tly, we
obtain, for ~ +p —+ p+X in the laboratory frame,

do ' s AZ„(ilP)
X — GeV', t ———,(16)

ZN 3E g~~g

where A~„(M') is the absorptive part of physical Zp
scattering amplitude and g~„~'is the coupling constant.

14 T. W. B. Kibble, Phys. Rev. 131, 2282 (1963),

This prediction is compared with the experimental
result of Anderson et ul. , and the fit to the experiment is
shown in Fig. 3. We have parametrized the data for
do/du for backward'5 n. p scattering with nq(t) =0.049
+0.76$, and also used g ~~'=30 GeV'. The absorptive
part is given by a sum of a Pomeranchon term and an
"average" meson term of the form M'Lop+oM(N'/
1 GeV') ~&" '] (we have used np(0) =-1 and on&(0)

0.7$. In analogy to the pp total cross section, we
use O.p~45 mb and o.~120 mb, although the it is not
sensitive to this particular choice. "

We have shown that the multi-Regge integral equa-
tion is convenient for describing the missing-mass spec-
trum in addition to its previous use for the two-body
absorptive part (total cross section). The additional
observables in the missing-mass spectrum provide a
more demanding test, since Regge behavior is required
in M' as well as in s. This test has so far been met in the
experiment analyzed above and in other experiments. '
Using a simple factorizable model for the double Regge
residue, we find that the integral equations can be used
as a practical method to calculate the magnitudes of the
amplitudes, in reasonable agreement with experiment.
Further missing-mass experiments should prove most
useful toward constructing and testing more realistic
multiperipheral models.

We wish to acknowledge the stimulating remarks
and encouragement of Professor M. L. Goldberger.
One of us (C.I.T.) wishes to thank the Aspen Center for
Physics for their hospitality.

"C. C. Shih, Phys. Rev. Letters 22, 105 (1969).
'6The discrepancy at large M' seems to indicate the gradual

importance of the "central" diagram of Eq. (10).
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~~ ~ ~~ in the Veneziano Model and the Lifetime of the Neutral Pion
G. MURTAZA AND A. M. HARUM-AR-RASHID

Institute of Physics, University of Islamabad, Rara/pinCh, Pakistan
(Received 26 March 1970)

The amplitude for the process ym- ~ 7rx given in terms of a Gve-point generalized Veneziano function is
shown to remove an inconsistency in the application of the Veneziano method to the process
7r+X ~ 7r+N+y in which the 6rst process is known to dominate. A determination of the relevant residue
function consistent with other information leads to a value of the neutral pion lifetime in good agreement
with experiment, provided use is made of the idea of eGective width of the p meson.

HE difBculty of writing down the Veneziano
amplitude for the process

v(p~)+~-(P2) ~ ~u(P8)+~. (P4) (1)

has been pointed out by several authors. ' ' The matrix
'G. S. Iroshnikov, Y. P. Nikitin, and A. S. Chernov, Zh.

Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. Pis ma v Redaktsiyu 10, (1969) t Soviet
Phys. JETP Letters 10, 95 {1969)j.

I. Raszillier and D. H. Schiller, Academia Republicu Socialiste
Romania Report, Institutul De Fizica, Bucharest, 1969
(unpublished).

element of the reaction is written in the form

Mr; ——r..g,e~"" e,p2„pg,p4.A (s,t,u), (2)

where the Mandelstam variables s, t, and I are con-
nected by the relation s+t+N=3ns '. Since only iso-
scalar photons can contribute, the process is identical to
the one originally considered by Veneziano, i.e.,
coz —+ mw, provided m„is taken to be zero. But in order
to eliminate undesirable pales with even angular
momenta, Veneziano required in his process the con-




